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The effect of activation level on muscle
function during locomotion: are optimal
lengths and velocities always used?

N. C. Holt and E. Azizi

Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697, USA

Skeletal muscle exhibits broad functional diversity, despite its inherent

length and velocity constraints. The observed variation in morphology

and physiology is assumed to have evolved to allow muscle to operate at

its optimal length and velocity during locomotion. Here, we used the vari-

ation in optimum lengths and velocities that occurs with muscle activation

level to experimentally test this assumption. Muscle ergometry and sonomi-

crometry were used to characterize force–length and power–velocity

relationships, and in vivo operating lengths and velocities, at a range of acti-

vation levels. Operating lengths and velocities were mapped onto activation

level specific force–length and power–velocity relationships to determine

whether they tracked changing optima. Operating velocities decreased in

line with decreased optimal velocities, suggesting that optimal velocities

are always used. However, operating lengths did not change with changing

optima. At high activation levels, fibres used an optimal range of lengths.

However, at lower activation levels, fibres appeared to operate on the

ascending limb of sub-maximally activated force–length relationships.

This suggests that optimal lengths are only used when demand is greatest.

This study provides the first mapping of operating lengths to activation

level-specific optima, and as such, provides insight into our assumptions

about the factors that determine muscle performance during locomotion.
1. Introduction
Skeletal muscle exhibits broad diversity in function. It provides the mechanical

output for everything from running and breathing, to rapid escape responses

during swimming, power demanding take-off flight, and complex movements

of soft bodies. This diversity in function is achieved despite the use of a

common molecular mechanism of force generation, which imposes inherent

constraints on performance. The cyclical formation of cross-bridges between

the overlapping contractile proteins actin and myosin generates a force that

acts to shorten the muscle cell (fibre). The requirement for overlap between

actin and myosin results in a force–length relationship where force varies

with length, and maximum force is produced at intermediate lengths [1]. The

cyclical formation and detachment of cross-bridges results in a force–velocity

relationship where force declines with increasing velocity, and maximal

power is only generated at intermediate velocities [2,3].

The observed variation in morphology and physiology is thought to under-

pin muscle’s ability to achieve such diverse functions using a common,

constrained, mechanism of force generation. Muscles vary in fibre orientation

[4–6], connective tissues arrangements [7–9], and intrinsic cross-bridge cycling

rates of their fibres [10,11]. For example, fibres are oriented parallel to the long

axis of the muscle to function as uniaxial work producers in the bird pectoralis

[12]; but perpendicular, parallel and oblique to the long axis to function as a

muscular hydrostat in cephalopod tentacles [4]. Fibres terminate in a connective

tissue network to accommodate the biaxial loading of the diaphragm during

breathing [8] and are arranged in series with long compliant tendons to decou-

ple the rate of joint movement from that of muscle shortening in anuran
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jumping [9]. Fast fibres, with high cross-bridge cycling rates

are thought to be used during escape responses in fish,

while slow fibres are used during steady swimming [10]. Such

variation in muscle morphology and physiology ultimately

broadens the functional range of muscles.

Many studies have also suggested that such variation in

morphology and physiology not only allow muscle to

achieve a diversity of functions, but also enables it to perform

optimally during locomotion [7,10,13–24]. The observed

alignment between the operating lengths and velocities

used in vivo, and the optimal lengths and velocities for

force and power production determined in maximally

activated muscle in vitro, supports this assumption. The

presence of fast and slow fibres in fish are thought to

enable optimal velocities to be used across a range of loco-

motor modes [10,18]. Similarly, the highly compliant

muscle seen in the hindlimbs of jumping anurans is thought

to allow muscles to use optimal lengths despite having to

undergo large strains [7,23]. However, to the authors’ knowl-

edge, no studies have used experimental manipulations of

muscle optima to explicitly test this assumption. Here we

use the change in optimum lengths and velocities that

occurs with activation level [25–28] as an experimental

manipulation to determine whether muscles always perform

optimally during locomotion.

Muscle activation level is modulated by varying the

number of active motor units and motor neuron firing rate

[29,30], to meet the mechanical demands of the task being

performed. Activation level has been observed to vary as a

function of speed during locomotion [31–33], substrate type

during feeding [34] and gas composition during breathing

[35]. Hence, if muscles always perform optimally, operating

lengths and velocities should change with activation level

in order to track the changes that occur in optima [25–29].

This study aims to determine the operating lengths and vel-

ocities used in vivo at a range of activation levels, and to

map these to activation level-specific force–length and

power–velocity relationships. If muscles always perform

optimally during locomotion, we would predict that operat-

ing lengths would increase, and operating velocities

decrease, with increasing activation level in order to track

activation level-related changes in optima. This study is the

first to directly map the in vivo operating lengths and

velocities used at a range of activation levels to activation

level-specific force–length and power–velocity relationships.

As such, it not only provides the first experimental test of the

assumption that muscles operate optimally, but will also pro-

vide new insight into factors that have shaped muscle

function across an animal’s performance range.
2. Material and methods
In order to map muscle operating parameters to activation level-

specific muscle properties, we varied muscle activation level in
vivo and in vitro, in the cane toad plantaris muscle. Operating

lengths and velocities were determined in vivo, and force–

length and power–velocity relationships characterized in vitro,

at a range of these activation levels. Muscle activation level

may be defined as the number of active motor units, and the

frequency of action potentials they receive. However, as our ability

to directly manipulate and quantify this is somewhat limited, we

used the best proxy methods available. In vivo, activation level
was manipulated by eliciting hops of different distances. Electro-

myography (EMG) was used to confirm that muscle activity

varied with hop distance, and then hop distance used as proxy

measure of activation level. In vitro, activation level was manipu-

lated by varying stimulation voltage [27,28,36], and the isometric

force produced using a given stimulus, relative to that produced in

response to a supra-maximal stimulus, used as a proxy measure of

activation level.

The cane toad plantaris provided a suitable system in which

to map operating lengths and velocities to activation level-

specific optima. These terrestrial toads use repeated hops, of

varying distance, as a means of locomotion and the plantaris

muscle makes a major contribution to hopping in anurans [37].

Seventeen cane toads (Rhinella marina) were purchased from

herpetological vendors. Individuals were housed in small

groups in glass terraria, and fed vitamin-enriched crickets

bi-weekly. Room temperature was maintained at 258C.

Seventeen plantaris muscles from 13 cane toads were used to

determine the effect of activation level on the force–length and

power–velocity relationships in vitro. The plantaris muscle and

sciatic nerve were isolated and the muscle instrumented with

sonomicrometry transducers (1 mm diameter; Sonometrics Inc.,

London, Ontario, Canada) to allow measurement of fibre

lengths. The distal end of the muscle was connected to an

ergometer (310 B-LR, Aurora Scientific Inc., Ontario, Canada)

using a custom clamp (force–length experiment) or Kevlar

thread (power–velocity experiment). This allowed measurement

of muscle force and muscle length. A nerve cuff was placed

around the sciatic nerve and the preparation was immersed in

oxygenated Ringer’s solution at room temperature [28]. The

nerve was stimulated (0.2 ms square wave pulses at 100 Hz for

400 ms; Grass S48 stimulator, Grass medical instruments,

Quincy, MA, USA) at different voltages to elicit maximal (3 V)

and a range of sub-maximal (0.4–1 V) tetanic contractions.

Muscle force, and muscle and fibre lengths were logged at

5000 Hz (National Instruments AD board (NI USB-6212); Igor

Pro 6.31, Wavemetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA). Muscle

length, fibre length and muscle mass were measured at the end

of each experiment, and peak isometric stress determined from

peak isometric force produced in the maximally activated

condition [38].

The effect of activation level on the force–length relationship

was determined using a series of fixed-end contractions, elicited

at a range of lengths, using the above stimulation conditions.

Maximum active force and fibre length were determined

during each contraction, and peak force (F0) and optimum

length (L0) calculated. All data were normalized to maximally

activated peak force (F0max) and optimum length (L0max) [28].

The effect of activation level on the power–velocity relationship

was determined using a series of after-loaded isotonic contrac-

tions. This allowed contractions to be elicited at a range of

velocities, using the above stimulation conditions. Force was

allowed to rise to a pre-defined level between 0.1 and 0.9 of F0

and the muscle allowed to shorten so as to maintain constant

force. Velocity (V in fibre lengths per second [L0max s21]) was

calculated, and a composite force–velocity relationship plotted for

all data and a linear-hyperbolic equation fitted [27,39]. The power–

velocity relationship was calculated from this. Linear mixed effect

models, with individual included as a random factor, were used to

determine whether there was an effect of activation level on optimum

length and the power–velocity relationship.

Four cane toads were used to determine in vivo operating

lengths and velocities. A sub-set of these data [23] and corre-

sponding methods have been published previously [23,40].

Implanted sonomicrometry and fine-wire bipolar electromyogra-

phy (EMG) electrodes were used to measure fibre length and

electrical activity during hops of different distances. Following

recovery from implantation, treadmill hopping bouts were

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Animal and muscle properties.

animal mass (g) 114.6+ 13.7 (n ¼ 17)

muscle mass (g) 0.9+ 0.1 (n ¼ 21)

fibre length (mm) 14.7+ 0.4 (n ¼ 21)

peak isometric stress (N cm22)a 27.5+ 1.6 (n ¼ 17)
aPeak isometric stress was determined from peak isometric force produced
under maximally activated conditions condition, fibre length and muscle
mass.
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Figure 1. The effect of activation level, on the force – length relationship.
Sample force – length curves at all relative force levels are shown (a).
From these relationships, optimum length (L0/L0max) and activation level
(F0/F0max) were determined for each stimulus condition (b). There was a
significant effect of activation level (F0/F0max) on optimum length ( p , 0.01) (b).
n¼ 11, 6, 7 and 4.
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elicited, sonomicrometry and EMG data logged at 4000 Hz

(National Instruments AD board (NI USB-6212); Igor Pro

6.31, Wavemetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA), and the

bouts imaged at 400 frames per second (Miro 120 high-speed

camera; Vision Research, NJ, USA). Data were synchronized

using a common external trigger. The five longest hops, the

five shortest hops and the five hops centred on the median

value were analysed for each individual. Mean values of inte-

grated EMG activity (normalized to the peak value recorded in

that muscle), initial fibre length, final fibre length, average

shortening velocity and take-off time [the time from onset

of EMG (signal exceeds baseline mean þ 2 s.d.) activity to

take-off ] were determined. Linear mixed effect models, with

individual included as a random factor, were used to deter-

mine whether there was an effect of hop distance on each of

these parameters.
3. Results
The effect of activation level on force–length and power–

velocity relationships was determined in vitro in cane toad

plantaris muscles, using four different stimulation voltages.

The effect of activation level on muscle operating lengths

and velocities was determined in cane toads in vivo, using

three different hop distances. (Raw in vivo and in vitro
force, length, power, and velocity data at a range of acti-

vation levels can be found in the electronic supplementary

material.) In vivo operating lengths and velocities were

mapped to activation level-specific force–length and

power–velocity relationships. All data are presented as

mean+ s.e.m. The relevant morphological and contractile

properties of the animals and muscles used are given in

table 1.

In vitro, relative forces of 1.0 (n ¼ 11), 0.68+0.05 (n ¼ 6),

0.40+ 0.02 (n ¼ 7) and 0.20+ 0.02 (n ¼ 4) were achieved in

force–length experiments (figure 1) and 1.0 (n ¼ 6), 0.63+
0.02 (n ¼ 5), 0.43+ 0.03 (n ¼ 4) and 0.14+ 0.03 (n ¼ 3)

in power–velocity experiments (figure 2). There was a

significant effect of relative force on both optimum length

( p , 0.01; figure 1), and the power–velocity relationship

( p , 0.001; figure 2). Optimum length increased with

decreasing relative force so that the optimum length (L0) in

the lowest relative force condition was 1.3 times longer than

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the optimum length in the maximal (L0max) condition

(figure 1). Maximum power decreased from 129.9 W kg21

in the maximal condition, to 8.4 W kg21 in the lowest relative

force condition (figure 2). The velocity at which maximum

power was produced decreased from 2.2 L0max s21 in the

maximally active condition, to 0.7 L0max s21 in the lowest rela-

tive force condition (figure 2).

In vivo fibre lengths and EMG were measured during

hops of different distances (figure 3). Hop distances of

13.2+ 0.39 cm to 35.2+0.10 cm were achieved (figure 4).

While it was not possible to quantify activation level as directly

as during in vitro contractions, there was a significant relation-

ship between hop distance and EMG intensity ( p , 0.001;

figure 4b), suggesting that hop distance provided a good

proxy of activation level. There was a significant effect of hop

distance on final ( p , 0.001; figure 4c), but not initial length

( p ¼ 0.14; figure 4c). Initial length was around 1.14 L0max for
all hop distances, while final fibre length increased from 0.89

L0max (n ¼ 4) in the longest hops, to 1.05 L0max (n ¼ 4) in the

shortest hops (figure 4c). There was also a significant effect of

hop distance on shortening velocity ( p , 0.005; figure 4d)

with shortening velocity decreasing from 1.7+0.2 L0max s21

in the longest hops to 0.7+0.03 L0max s21 in the shortest hops

(figure 4d).

A comparison of force–length relationships and operat-

ing lengths showed that the initial lengths in the longest

hops corresponded to the descending limb of the maximally

activated force–length curve, and that the final lengths corre-

sponded to the ascending limb (figure 5). Hence, as has been

demonstrated previously [7,23], muscle fibres shortened over

the plateau of the maximally activated force–length relation-

ship during the longest hops. However, while force–length

curves underwent large shifts to the right with decreasing

activation level (figure 1), initial operating lengths did not

change (figure 4c). Hence during shorter hops, fibres are

likely to have started on, and shortened down, the ascending

limb of sub-maximally activated force–length relationships

(figure 5). A comparison of power–velocity relationships

and muscle operating velocities showed that the shortening

velocity in the longest hops is closely aligned with the opti-

mal velocity in maximally activated muscle (figure 6), and

that the decrease in optimum velocity with decreasing acti-

vation level was closely matched by the decrease in

operating velocity with decreasing hop distance (figure 6).
4. Discussion
In this study, we determined in vivo operating lengths and

velocities, and the in vitro force–length and power–velocity

relationships, at a range of activation levels. Measurements

of EMG intensity and relative force determined that manipu-

lating hop distance and stimulation voltage elicited the

required change in activation level. There were significant

effects of activation level on the operating lengths and

velocities used in vivo and the force–length and power–velocity

relationships determined in vitro.

In vitro, optimum length increased, and optimal shorten-

ing velocity decreased, with decreasing activation level. The

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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effects of activation level on the force–length and power–

velocity relationships are likely a result of the previously

described effect of compliance in force transmission path-

ways [28], and resistance to muscle shortening [27]. In vivo,

fibres started at the same length irrespective of activation

level, but shortened less, and at a lower velocity, at lower acti-

vation levels (figures 5 and 6). The effects of activation level

on operating lengths and velocities are likely a consequence

of the starting position of the hindlimb, and the work require-

ments of the jump. Before a hop is initiated, the hindlimb is

always fully flexed. Hence, there is no effect of activation

level on initial length. During take-off, the plantaris shortens

and does work and the limb extends. Shorter hops require

less work, hence, less muscle shortening, longer final lengths

and less limb extension. The lower shortening velocity at

lower activation levels is likely a consequence of less muscle

shortening in the absence of a change in time to take-off

(figure 4a); the muscle shortens less over the same time

period and so has a lower velocity.

Operating lengths and velocities, and force–length and

power–velocity relationships, were determined at a range

of activation levels in order to test the hypothesis that operat-

ing parameters track changes in optima with changing

activation levels, and so to determine the validity of the

assumption that muscles always perform optimally during

locomotion. In order to do this, we must map operating

lengths and velocities to activation level-specific force–

length and force–velocity relationships. While these data pro-

vide the opportunity to do this, the use of different proxy
methods to manipulate and quantify activation level means

that we cannot entirely match in vivo and in vitro conditions

and the highest activation levels achieved in vivo are likely

not maximal [41]. However, the wide range of activation

levels studied in vitro will have spanned the entire range of

activation levels observed in vivo, and the selection of the

longest hops for each individual will have ensure the highest

possible in vivo activation level. Hence, this system allows us

to cautiously draw conclusions about the effect of activation

level on operating parameters, and the assumption the

muscles always operate optimally.

The hypothesis that operating lengths and velocities would

change with activation level, in order to track changing

optima, was only partially supported. Operating velocities

tracked optimal velocity and decreased with decreasing acti-

vation level. However, while operating lengths during

the longest hops (at the highest activation level) traversed

the plateau of the maximally activated force–length relation-

ship, muscle fibres appeared to operate on the ascending

limb of sub-maximally activated force–length relationship

during shorter hops (figure 5). Hence, while muscle fibres

always operate close to optimal velocities, they appear

only to be able to operate close to optimal lengths at high

activation levels.

The physical constraints of this system may have pre-

vented muscle operating lengths from tracking changes in

optima with activation level. The highly flexed position of

the limb at the beginning of all hops may mean that it is not

possible to increase initial length in order operate on the pla-

teau of sub-maximally activated force–length relationships.

Therefore, we suggest that when the locomotor system is con-

strained and muscles are unable to track changing optima, the

system is tuned to maximize performance when the

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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mechanical demands are greatest. It should be noted that in

more anatomically complex systems, performing more

nuanced tasks, there may be greater scope to change operating

lengths with activation level. It has been suggested that the

shifts in operating lengths observed during cycling could

potentially allow muscles to track change in optimum length

with activation level [42]. However, the finding, in this

simple system at least, that operating lengths do not change

with activation level leads us to question the validity of the

assumption that muscles always operate optimally during

locomotion.

The inability of muscle fibres to increase operating lengths

with decreasing activation level will reduce the force muscle

can produce for a given activation level. However, as the plan-

taris muscles of anurans tend to operate at long lengths

relative to the maximally activated force–length curve

(figure 5) [7,23], they will still be able to produce significant

force at the point on the curve at which they operate. Many

other muscles operate at shorter lengths, corresponding to

the ascending limb of the maximally activated force–length

relationship [43–47]. Hence, if we extrapolate the findings of

this study to those systems, muscles would be unable to pro-

duce significant force at low activation levels. This seems

unlikely. There may be less effect of activation level on opti-

mum lengths in other systems, or they may have greater

scope to vary operating lengths [42]. However, it is possible,

particularly in more anatomically complex systems, that the

effect of activation level on the force–length relationship can

be modulated in vivo. We have suggested previously that the

effectiveness of muscle force transmission pathways contrib-

utes to the shift in the force–length relationship [28]. Hence

if force transmission pathways can be modulated in vivo, the

effect of activation level on the force–length relationship

may be reduced. The active stretch of the muscle that com-

monly occurs before shortening [48] may increase passive

force [49] and therefore force transmission. Factors such as

external loading by bodyweight and co-contraction of antag-

onistic muscles may limit muscle shortening compared to

the in vitro condition and modulate the effect of activation
level on the force–length relationship. Developing deeper

insight into the in vivo contribution of co-contraction, muscle

tone or history-dependent force enhancement, will greatly

improve our understanding of the force–length relationship

and the mapping between in vivo and in vitro conditions.
5. Conclusion
This study provides a novel comparison of in vivo operating

lengths and velocities to optimum lengths and velocities

across activation levels, and so enables the first experimental

test of the assumption that muscles always function opti-

mally during locomotion. These results show that while

operating velocities likely change to track changing optima,

operating lengths do not. Hence, muscles do not appear to

always operate optimally in vivo. We suggest that muscle

performs optimally when possible, but that when optimal

performance cannot be achieved across an animal’s entire

locomotor range, the system is tuned to maximize perform-

ance when demand is greatest. The comparison of in vivo
muscle function and optima across activation levels presented

here prompt further questions about the determinants and

modulation of operating lengths and velocities, and the ability

of muscle to adapt to changing optima.
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